
THE OFFERING GIVEN FOR THE CELEBRATION OF MASS 

Can. 955 §1. A person who intends to entrust to others the celebration of Masses to be applied 
is to entrust their celebration as soon as possible to priests acceptable to him, provided that he 
is certain that they are above suspicion. 

He must transfer the entire offering received unless it is certain that the excess over the sum 
fixed in the diocese was given for him personally. He is also obliged to see to the celebration of 
the Masses until he learns that the obligation has been accepted and the offering received. 

§2. The time within which Masses must be celebrated begins on the day the priest who is to 
celebrate them received them unless it is otherwise evident. 

§3. Those who entrust to others Masses to be celebrated are to record in a book without delay 
both the Masses which they received and those which they transferred to others, as well as 
their offerings. 

§4. Every priest must note accurately the Masses which he accepted to celebrate and those 
which he has satisfied. 

Can. 956 Each and every administrator of pious causes or those obliged in any way to see to 
the celebration of Masses, whether clerics or laity, are to hand over to their ordinaries according 
to the method defined by the latter the Mass obligations which have not been satisfied within a 
year. 

Can. 957 The duty and right of exercising vigilance that Mass obligations are fulfilled belong to 
the local ordinary in churches of secular clergy and to the superiors in churches of religious 
institutes or societies of apostolic life. 

Can. 958 §1. The pastor and the rector of a church or other pious place which regularly receives 
offerings for Masses are to have a special book in which they note accurately the number of 
Masses to be celebrated, the intention, the offering given, and their celebration. 

§2. The ordinary is obliged to examine these books each year either personally or through 
others. 


